
RESOLUTIONS OF .EST BENGAL CCMMU’NIST CQNFERBiCE

NOTE:- Given below are some of the resolutions (full text) passed at 
the Ninth Conference of the West Bengal unit of the CP.I. held 
from. January 17 to 22:- •

RESOLUTION GN PEACE MOVEMENT

This ’.'fest Bengal (Ninth) Conference of the Communist Party of' India notes 
with pleasure that the superiority of peace forces over the forces of war needs 
no proof. The conspiracy of the war monger imperialist powers under U.S. 
leadership to kindle conflagration of another world war could not succeed. At • 
present the confidence of fighters for peace in the countries has become firmer. 
Establishment of the growing power and strength of the forces of peace than 
those of war is today definite and clear.

But incidents of this period have also showed that danger of another world 
war still prevails.The question of war and peace remains as the biggest and 
widest question before the humanity. The Conference notes with deep concern 
that world’s predatory imperialist powers guided under the leadership of U.S. 
imperialists have time and again shown contempt towards the principles of 
peaceful co-existence and madness for war. Guided by unbearable arrogance 
for colonial greed, they two carrying on a programme of keeping continuous 
threat of war in the vain hope of intimidating the humanity. They are’ seating 
fresh obstacles in the implementation of the directives of. U.N. General 
Assembly's 14th Session regarding the solution of disarmament problem; are 
continuing provocative actions again and again- and have wrecked the Summit 
Conference. The U.S. imperialists and their accomplices are creating obsta
cles in freeing mankind from the tension of war.

The U.S. imperialism and other Western powers have maintained their 
attitude of adamant obstruction in the solution of German problem. The U.S. 
imperialism has not withdrawn invasion on China’s Taiwan; they have imposed 
military treaty on the Japanese people. Their recent policy on Cuba and 
intervention in Congo and Laos has proved beyond doubt that, they want to turn 
the whole situation into a. desperately dangerous one.

This situation has presented before the peace forces in countries the 
historic demand that they will have to bo more vigilant and conscious and act
ive than before. This call has also been given in the great communist con
ference's declaration on peace the conference which was held in great Soviet 
Union, leader of the world peace movement. . The historic responsibility of 
preventing a new world war rests on the international working class and peace- 
loving people of the world. In strengthening further the efforts for peace, 
the working class and the Communist Barties have today become more authensed 
with a firm conviction. Time has come when the conspiracy of the imperialist
wax' mongers to start another war can be curbed. War can be avoided by the 
combined efforts of world socialist camp, international working class, national 
liberation struggle, the countries opposing war .and all peace loving forces.

The Conference calls upon the Indian people to march forward with the new 
awakened consciousness in the noble task of world peace. The state conference 
after considering the priority of the peace movement, pledges to develop an 
impregnable peace ..movement by uniting all the peace-loving people throughout 
the State. The conference has to take pledge of fulfilling the heavy task to 
take the people forward in playing their role in the struggle for world peace, 
by making all the peace loving people of the country conscious against imperia
list war efforts .and rallying them in favour of universal general disarmament. 
The conference feels there lies the responsibility to resist the hesitency and 
weakness which have at present shown themselves in the foreign policy of the 
Government of India. Fulfilment of this task will be possible if'a wider 
peace movement throughout the country can be organised.

Strength of the socialist countries under the leadership of the Soviet 
Union has today become irresistible. The forces of world peace led by the 
Socialist camp are marching forward with tremendous speed. The camp of world 
peace strengthened by its own power is the sentinel against war. The Govern- ’. 
ment and people of peace loving India are inside this front. This conference 
calls upon the Indian people to fulfil the task of exerting all the strength 
in the fight for world peace against war. The conference calls upon all -
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iprospective of party and politics - to rally the West Bengal people in the 
inspiring and moving movement to fulfil the. noble tusk of establishing world 
peace by defeating the attacks being made by country's reactionary forces.

The people of our country must support the sanguinary freedom struggle 
of the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America. India's active support 
to the freedom struggles of colonial countries will strengthen the struggle 
for world peace.*J ' .

The State Conference of the Communist Party calls upon the people: Make 
mass movement for peace more intensified with incessant efforts; carry on 
continuous propaganda regarding the peace efforts of the socialist camp; 
agitate for increasing mutual cooperation between countries who have no inter- 
est in a new war; fight with unwavering devotion for the principles of peaceful 
coexistence. The Conference firmly believes that if the people move this way, 
real prospect of preventing war will enthuse the peace forces with a new 
inspiration- it will be possible to establish peace by defeating the conspiracy 
for war.

Oh RECOGNITION OF G.D.R.

This conference notes with concern that the imperialists are creating war 
tension through rearming West Germany and thus endangering peace and-dndepend- 
ence of the entire world. The German Democratic Republic has earned grati
tude of the -whole peace-loving people of the world by firmly opposing this war 
provocation.

By giving recognition to the German Democratic Republic, Indonesia and 
certain other Asian States have reflected the real feeling of the-Asian people. 
But the Nehru Government has not yet agreed to recognise the German Democratic 
Republic. The Conference demands that the Government of India immediately 
recognise ' the German Democratic Republic.

ON NEXT GENERAL ELECTIONS

The economic, political, and social crisis is deepening and becoming wider 
in West Bengal than in any other State of India. The refugee problem, the 
problem of food, cloth, employment and housing, the food scarcity and the 
crisis in agriculture and the growing unemployment have brought disaster to 
the life of people. ..here the Union Government should have given attention 
to these problems, the indifference and neglect of the Centre is to be parti
cularly noted. The State Government too refused to proceed in the interests 
of people. On the contrary, the anti-people policy of the Congress Government 
is shifting further towards reaction. Despite attempts to get back its popula
rity by cleverly misleading people on questions like Assam, Berubari etc., the 
Congress leadership in "Jest Bengal is steadily becoming unpopular. During the 
rule of this Congress leadership - which serves and patronises profiteers and 
big capital - both foreign and indigenous - and which has failed to solve any 
problem of Test Bengal, all types of crisis are getting wider and deeper. A 
special feature of this regime has been the naked attack on democracy. The 
inevitable effect is, the people are annoyed and agitated; a large portion of 
them wants real change in present condition and aspires for the end of Congress 
rule J^nd establishment of an alternative Government.

The issues like the advancement of the problem-ridden State of Test Bengal, 
and expansion of democracy are agitating not only the people supporting the 
left parties, but also a big section of the country who are independents and 
who hold no political opinions - even a portion of congressite population. So 
they also want change in the present conditions. This consciousness and 
aspiration are creating the background for an alternative Government. But the 
Communist party on the one hand has not yet been able to place itself before 
the people as a. force to defeat Congress single-handedly. And on the other hand 
the people in this State are doubtful of the real possibility of immediate 
alternate Government as no united organisation or front of different leftist 
parties and other democratic organisations has been established in this State. 
The pioneer section of the people wants a great rally and front- of leftist 
parties and democratic forces on the basis of alternate programme formed 
before the next election.
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The Communist party was all along in the past active and will continue to 
be so in the future to form such a front. But the anti-Communism of P.S.P., 
Forward Block, R.S.P., particularly of P.S.P., has created confusion and divi
sion among the dei^ocratic. forces. The big section of the people are dissatis
fied with the P.S.P. as a result of its opposition to the last food movement, 
its contact v?ith imperialist and reactionary cliques, its tailism of Congress 
Government on certain Important issues. These leftist parties have not gained 
by creating an atmosphere of anti-Communism; but in fact their activities have 
helped the Congress. That is why the Congress authorities support the anti
Communism of these parties. These above-mentioned parties are creating diffi
culties for forming the unity and front of the democratic forces along with 
the leftist parties.

Considering the whole situation, the Communist Party, by placing the 
people's aspirations and interests above everything in the interest of 
democracy and progress, will spare no effort to rally together all the leftist 
and democratic forces of this State on the basis of an alternate programme. 
Te appeal to all the leftist parties to give up anti-Communism by standing 
above their small party interest for the greater interest of the country.

It is necessary today for all the democratically minded people to realise 
that by excluding the Communist Party in 7/est Bengal it is impossible to fight 
the Congress Government, to strengthen democracy and to fulfil the people's 
aspirations. To are convinced the unity of the workers, peasants and other 
democratic people is the main strength. Bengal is one of the forerunners of 
the struggle for freedom and democracy. Even today the democratic forces here 
are bold and vocal. The glorious annals of workers' struggles, agitation by 
the middle class, opposition to Government policies by the small and medium 
industrialists, sanguinary struggles of the peasants here, have added a new 
chapter in the history of new India.

Remembering this truth we hope that soil for not only leftist unity but iff 
also of wide democratic unity is prepared today. Strengthened by many 
struggles the oeople of Test Bengal will before the elections defeat the policy H 
of division and anti-Communism - will lay foundation of wide unity. We believe, 
the workers, peasants, middle class and other democratic forces will go forward 
from now on to remove the relative weakness of the democratic forces and the 
hold of the vested interests in the rural areas and foil the Government 
conspiracies.

We want to announce our pledge with much sincerity in this conference to 
implement in action the real background of alternative government. We call 
upon all members and supporters of the party to exert all strength in fulfill
ing this sacred and urgent task. Our appeal to all progressive men and women 
of the country is: Help us in this task; let us unitedly prepare the way of 
reorganising this State anew in the interest of the people by removing the 
Congress Government in West Bengal.

RESULUTIO1 On FREEDOM STRUGGLE IF COLGO, LAOS,

The more the struggle for freedom from. imperialist domination and oppress
ion waged by dependent and semi-dependent countries becomes more intensified 
and is achieves successs, the more the imperialist powers under the leadership 
of U.S. imperialists are-making diabolical efforts to crush this'struggle.

At present, specially in Laos in Asia, in Cuba in Latin America and in 
Congo and Algeria in Africa the imperialist conspiracy has come out more 
ly. In Laos, the local reactionary clique aided by direct U.S. imperialism* 
has organised armed revolt against the neutral independent Government in order 
to set up reactionary regime in that country and the national liberation force 
is advancing against them by fighting with tremendous force. This conspiracy
of U.S. imperialists is creating an atmosphere of war in South East Asia.

The Conference lends support to the freedom struggle of Laps. Remembering 
India's special responsibility under Geneva pact, the Conferencd demands the 
India Government to arrange immediately an international conference, specially 
to make Combodiar initiative a success, and to supnort the legal Government of 
Prince Souvanna Fhouna*

Rejoicing at...........
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Rejoicing at the liberation of Cuba, the Conference greets the free people, 
and the democratic Government of Cuba. The Conference strongly protests against 
the aggressive activities of U.S. imperialism against ^ree Cuba and calls upon 
the countrymen to organise extensive public opinion in support of Cuba. The 
Conference greets the heroic people of Algeria who are fighting to death for 
achieving national indenendence from the French imperialism and also the 
provisional Government of the Algerian people.. The Conference demands that 
Algeria be declared immediately as an independent State by recognising the 
Provisional Government and the conference also congratulates the heroic 
struggle of the French people in support of Algerian freedom, The Conference 
demands of the Government of India to recognise the Provisional Government of 
Algeria and to help it in every way.

The U.S. imperialists, aided by Belgian imperialists and their local 
reactionary lackeys are carrying on conspiracy in Congo recently freed from 
the Belgian rule, in order to keep imperialist oppression there and to endanger 
the freedom of Congo. As a result of this conspiracy all the forces of 
dissension and division are being strengthened there, and a civil war has been 
unleashed. The elected Parliament of the country has been crippled; the legal 
Government elected by the Parliament is not being allowed to function; the 
Premier has been made captive by the imperialist lackeys ai?d^efforts are being 
made to cripple the administration in Congo. It is of much concern that this 
conspiracy is being carried on under the shadow of U.N.O. Although the atti
tude of the U .N . has slightly, changed at present due to international situation 
and the pressure of national liberation movement, the imperialists could 
carry on the conspiracy till now because of the weaknesses of the U.N.

The Conference demands sufficient opportunity be given to Congo1^^ 
Premier Mr. Lumumba to discharge his responsibilities; opportunity be ^|en 
for the Congolese Parliament to function without any hindrance; and alj^^he 
Belgian troops and technicians in Congo be immediately extemed and Motobu's 
gangsters be disarmed. This will clear.the way for ending civil war aECongo 
and establish peace there and gradually a united, free and democratic C^Bgo 
will be established.

W '
The Conference rejoices at the way the Soviet Union, China and other 

Socialist countries are supporting the freedom struggles in-Asia, Africa and 
Latin America. The Conference expresses satisfaction at the support and 
sympathy which is being lent to these freedom struggles by many free countries 
of Asia and Africa. The Conference notes that there are efforts being made 
by certain circles to equate this help with the imperialist intervention. The 
Conference considers such propaganda as tending to confusion. The Conference 
calls upon the people to build mighty movement to foil imperialist conspiracy 
in these countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America, to nourish the national 
freedom struggles and thus to strengthen the struggle..for peace.

(other resolutions will be published subsequently)

NEU OFFICE BEARERS OF JAMSHEDPUR MAZDOOR UNION

Jamshedpur, February 2: Uith the conclusion of the 2-day conference con
vened here by the AlTUC-led Jamshedpur Mazdoor Union, the election of the new 
office-bearers of the Union was held with Sri Sunil Mukherji, President of the 
Union, in the Chair. Sri Kedar Das, MLA (Bihar)was unanimously elected the 
President of the Union, Sri Ali Amjad as the Honorary General Secretary, 
Sri Barin De, Sri Nripen Banerji and Sri Sat Narain Singh as Joint Secretaries 
and Sri Ran Avtar Singh as the Hon. Treasurer.

The conference which was held at the spacious Bari Maidan at Sakchi, was 
attended by 2014 working class delegates from TISCO, TELCO, Cable Co. and 
Tinplate Co. (Golmuri) and Tube Company in Jamshedpur. Besides the local dele
gates, fraternal delegates attending the conference came from Jhinkpani Cement 
Uork^, Gua and Barajamda Mines, Moubhandar Copper Works, Mushabani Copper Mines, 
Burnpur, Rourkcla and Bhilai. In a press interview after the conference, 
Sri Kedar Das reiterated his firm resolve to resort to hunger-strike if the 400 
discharged and dismissed workers of TISCO strike of 1958 were not taken .back to 
work. Asked about the possible date of Sri Das’s contemplated strike and its 
duration, Dr. Udaykar Misra, Vice-President of the J.M.U., told that the hunger 
strike would not be a mere 'token' one and it was likely to-commence . on 
Sunday, February 12. —FOC
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New Delhi
„ . January 31 ,1961

To: All Mombor s ,•
6T~f FJT'Te nKr ,al. Of fl c e
P nr ty ~Br anc h ■ /

ORGANISATIONAl REPQRT OF THE

BR AN 9g... - F9R ~ ?Hg_ BRANCH CONFERENCE

(Reporter• D.PiSlnha)
To present any objective and critical report concerning 

the activities and functioning of the Party Centro in all its 
aspects in bho existing situation is an extremely difficult 
task. • • v ’ •

It is all the more difficult to evaluate the'situation 
when lack of unity and non-existence of' democratic centralism 
is supremo, and there is an absence of any outstanding 
activities of .the Party. Moreover, many of us who have boon 
in the Party for long/havo lost all hopes and zeal and hro 
so bitter about the whole affair that despair and pessimism 
clouds the vision and objectivity of the situation is marred 
by those feelings. , Many of us have given up. all hopes that 
any good will come out of thi s< Yet they have to ;do it 
because the f aith in. Marxism-leni ni sm i s unshakable,.

The report which we like to present is so dismal and gloomy 
that it will evoke'the wrath of all Party members, yet it 
should not bo taken as an attack on any individual inside the 
Party. Though individual comrades are responsible. for. the 
situation,but due to long inertia inside the party the 
responsibility should be placed more on1 the collective leader
ship of the Party than on the individual. ' •

The- marked di stinc ti on .of ’ the leadership of the Communist 
Party is its unity, homogenity and functi oni ng of- democratic 
centralism. It is the only: Party'whi ch has a future and which 
is destined. to fulfil, certain historical tasks.. •

But for the last few years the Party Centro has. collapsed 
completely and there is no functioning - either collective or 
individual. Each member of the Party leadership, works in. his 
own fashion ; as a result there is no political, gain for the 
Party. The work also is just to justify their oxi stonee.,- We 
can cite innumerable instances.

Take the case of Party organs - Now Age weekly andmonthlv. 
Those journals are run in such a fashion th7TF^hey~de serve 
to be closed down as they do not servo..'any purpose. Younger 
comrades who work in those journals aro. not. allowed to .take much 
initiative nor can they do the work which t ho loader ship should 
do. Hardly over the Party leaders and loaders in the States 
write in those journals, give concr ote 'analysi s of the movement 
going, on in.their States and '.give the guiding line-, for the 
movement and Party activities. It mainly carries post-mortem 
articles, and harangue of some parliamentary speeches, sometimes 
so long .and tedious that hardly anybody but tho writer reads. 
As a result, no Party member today takes our Party organs 
seriously and we know that oven tho members, of the National 

'Council do not. read the papers. ' •■<..

Wo also know tho Secretariat and. tho Executive Committee 
or the National Council never discussed seriously the problems o 
those organs. Thi s is the political side of the;journals,

•Now •..
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Now take tho sales position. Duririg thri last ono yew 
New Ago Weekly has rogistorod 'a drop of nearly UO0O copies and tho 
Monthly nearly 1^00 copies.- This has benhvbrp.^ tho notice 
of tho leadership time and again but no "serious action has boon 
taken.

To run the Tarty organs in this fashionis not only waste of 
good Party money. energy and: time, but. also, creating demoralisation 
and cynlaism. inside, the liarty and destroying whatever re spect 
and authority tho Party Centro evokes in the minds of all members. 
V/o think that this one failure itself is so serious that it calls 
for -drastic action and‘thorough reorganisation of tho entire 
leadership. ■ / ‘ . .. . .

gSodondly, there is hardly any collective’ functioning inside 
tho leadership'. Each comrade acts in his own way* interprets the 
Party decision according to his own individual understanding and 
helps to create confusion inside the Party. The rank-and-filo 
members sometimes are at a loss to understand what is tho correct 
Party stand.on such subjects. Sometimes no collective decisions 
arc taken; one or two comrades consult each other and their opinion 
is given out as Party decision, when no formal decisions are 
taken. Evon when decisions are taken, they are not implemented and 
there is no check-up nor is there any machinery to <Tlnd out why 
they are not implemented. On many serious and tricky .questions, 
decisions are not taken deliberately and the Party ranks are loft 
to their own wits to defend-, the- Party against the assault of tho 
enemies. This state of affairs is continuing inside the Party for 
so long that it. is time to call a halt. .

Thirdly./ there i s hardly any unity inside the loader shi nKor is 
there any relation based on mutual trust' and confidence. Eacl®no 
is trying to ridicule the other and relations among tho Socti® 
members are sich that they can hardly discuss anything frankjK' 
and freely. There is no respect for each other and this feature is 
so pronounced and obvious that the ranks also lose all rospaq® 
an 1 confidence in the leadership. Apart from this, each ono S them 
tries to create a ’satellite’ around himself and in that circle 
anything is talked to undermine the prestige of another; comrade. 
Each leader has bis own following and a kind of patronage is 
distributed among them. •

As a result of this'loose talk,- gossip, disrespectful remarks 
etc. go on unchecked and whatever authority and respect there is , 
is further destroyed. Instances are innumerable; certain things can 
do proved; but it is such a moss that there is not a single person 
inside the Party who can honestly say that he. never indulged in 
this affair. Everybody knows, but nobody talks — that is the 
attitude inside the Party today.

.As a result of these, relations' existing among the'leadership, 
a situation has arisen where the leakage of .'Party secrets is taking 
place. It i-s known to all that there are hardly any Party- secrets 
which are not known to non-party people., Plven before a .decision is 
taken, what it would be is known to many people who have very little 
to dp with the Party. This leakage has created-further'•complication 
inside the vparty. Each Party loader thinks the-.other man has given 
it out; even inside tho ranks, there are ”suspects^ i n bho eyes 
of another comrade and no two comrades trust-each others

Sometimes, Karty members come to know about, many P^rty secrets 
through the papers like Link and Current. " I ■,

Wo think this is not a. very happy-position -for all of us and 
unloss trust and confidence .are restored,,the Party .will bo nt tho 
brenkingpoint. "o'-. ; o

Fourthly...



Fourthly, there is no consistent cadre policy for the forty 
Centre. Comrades have come 'fawn to the party Centre for work,but 
after sometime they find that there is no political life at the 
Centre. F.ach comrade is allotted some work like any commercial 
firm and then he is to stew in his own luico, No-bo^y bothers where 
the comrade is suitable for the job he is doi ng,. whether he is 
doing his job ,properly,whether he can be nut to some other job, 
whether he deserves tobd promoted or he desorve.s to be sent 
back. There is no check up of any -job for any .comrade. There is 
no human under standing :of ‘hi s needs. Many inside the leadership 
do not know all the comrades who are working under the Party 
Centre. At the best, they know only the comrades who are around 
them and the leadership doos not bother who else there are.

As a result many comrades have left the Party Centro for 
various reasons but the main reason is the apathetic ^attitude -of 
tho Party leadership.

As there is no method to evaluate any comrade working at the 
Party Centre,many comrades think th»t they are wasting thoir 
time and as soon as any opening is found.they leave tho Centre.

Today the situation is such that no capable comrade is willing 
to come to the Party Centre for work.

There is a Secretariat member in-charge of the PartyCentre 
who is supposed to look after tho Party life of tho comrades. But 
the Secretariat has never discussed about the problems of the 
comrades working here; Evon if a comrade wants t.o discuss his 
problems,he will have to approach two or three authorities and 
each one of them will cancel each other’s decision. So ultimately ,
wc do not know whom to approach,
books of certain leading 
things done. Favouritism 
today and the leadership 
tion,

Only if we can bo in the eood
null on and ’got. c er taincomrades can wc

ide the Party is a creeping vice 
entirely responsible for such a situa

with the comrades working at the Centre, 
lates all principles of Party organisation®

It is a usual • pr ac tice that leaders have some "nrlvnt.o -halve”

Mor eover,i n doalln g 
the leadership often vio' 
It is a usual-practice that leaders have some ’’private talks” 
with certain comrades and neglect to place the issue before the 
Branch or the Group. 1hat creates a fooling that rank-and-file 

all organisational rules and get thingscomrades also can bypass
done on a personal level 
matters, the Secretariat 

■ authorities.

it the same time for the most trivial 
mbers insist on being the solo

In fact, there isno consistent approach to tho cadre problem 
and that creates a situation where comrades feel that Party 
organisational rules- are a sort of fetter and can be dispensed with.

Next, wo want to emphasise the unplanned way the.question of 
party finance is handled. It was a. longstanding practice inside 
the Party to issue calls for Party funds from time to time and 
collect money from the people. It is not only the question of 
P-rty finance, it is also a question of Party’s ma s’scontact, 
as well as the carrying on of agitation and popularising the 
among tho people, That also helped- the comrades who are not directly 
on the mass fronts to come-in 'contact with the people and learn 
from them and find .out what the people think-, of the Party. To-day 
this activity of the Party is not there except on special 
occasions when the party gives a call for funds.

Today very little party literature .is publi shod.’Thore are so 
many issues on which the Party can .make known its stand to the 
people, but except for occasional publication of some articles in 
the P«rty organs, hardly any pamphlets on issues agitating the 
minds of tho people are written and published. In fact, all Party 
pamphleteering has stopped and this has narrowed down our 
contacts with the people. o'- o amo • •.



Snmo is the condition of Forty education. Wo';wero told vory 
solemnly that a Party education course is boing.,pr.:'epar.dd. 'i 
committee was formed, oven a Party History Commission was 
instituted. But:until now nobody knows what is happening _hnd the 
leadership doos not talk-any ;moro about' it .-y ■- ’ ■ ... : .

On Jho national plane, the' indoci sion and inactivity of the 
■'Party i s Something, uni quo. - The Communist Party has. one strong 
point over ..any qthar.party and that is it’s functioning of 
democratic • central! sm. . ••• —•' r • '•* '

Today it has almost taken the share 'of a federal party, ^ach 
State unit of the :?arty. not only decides its own line of agitation 
and policy;, but sometimes tries to give the national lino and 
impose it on the Centre. Thore are innumerable; instances. of many 
state ini ts of the Party functioning as theyathink fit-." . Names 
need not be mentioned but Party members know them.

It is because the Centre fails to give a.hy lead" on national 
political issues in time,like India-China dispute, Third Plan, 
II .N . Session and India’s. foreign policy and Nehru's role/Thimayya 
episode and controversy,on President’s powers, etc. • ,

There are TU Committee, Kisan Committee, Youth Commit too, etc . 
but nobody knows whether these; committees function and direct 
and’ guide the Party activities on a national'plane.

In short, the Party Centre hardly fulfils the tasks it h|^ to 
do to advance the democratic movement. »

It is not necessary to .go on cataloguing '-the shortcoming® 
of the Party Centre. Nobody is happy to do such a distasteful Wask. 
Wo are stating all those, to make the leadership sit up and ®ink 
whether they, are fulfilling the responsibility entrusted to t®n.

II
We will now say something about the activities of the Branch. 

It is not all well with us also. All the shortcomings of;tho / 
Centre are more or loss: reflected in our work. The same typer of 
individual functioning, the intolerance , lack of collective 
functioning, suspicion etc. are also found amongst us. As a 
result of a reaction to the previous wr&ng policy of. a monastic 
life there has been a swing to seeking a comfortable’ • and luxurious 
existence. There has boon a fall in standards and values.

There is hardly any collective functioning and running of 
party organisations, such as PPH, Press, Kisan Sabha, AITUC, 
party Organs,etc. Sometimes a sort of discussion and consultation 
takes place but mostly the leading comrades act according to 
their own-wisdom. Hardly any democratic functioning is 
there and many comrades think that they have no rights but only 
obligations. This is hot a good state1 of affairs. Duo to this, 
many comrades are demoralised and are losing-all i ntorost. i n work.

The group functioning is not proper and group meetings are 
generally not held regularly.. When they are held, no decisions 
can bo taken and.it becomes, a fom al affair.

Apart from the usual work,there is very .lit tie- other political 
activity for the comrades..v Most of us are absolutely cut off 
from any political work that goes on here. We have-not been able 
to find out a way to integrate ourselves with the. activities of 
the Delhi Tarty. ; . '

There is not much Party education for younger comrades and 
now comrades. Wo wore promised a Party study-biourso"lo^ ago But 
nothing has boon done. On our own we hav'QHorga^^ Hindi*
classes for younger comrades who do not know English. •■Bp '-'are

Regarding...



Regarding Branch activities,wo have not boon able to do much 
duo to demoralised conditions prevailing at the Centre. But wo 
hnvo during the last two years organised several political 
reports and discussions. Wo also participated in several 
national campaigns organised by the Party.The Branch participated 
in the Ker a la* Fund collection campaign and wo did woll and 
collected quite a good sum. Wo also..parti cipated in the 
campaigns organised in defence of Kerala Ministry. We have made 
so mo progress in solving some of our livelihood problems.

Had the situation boon bettor at the Centro, wo could have 
dono more but we think wo have done something with cbodlt.

But the main lag which is persisting is that the groups 
arc not functioning at all and unless certain political shakeup 
takes place,wo do not think wo can do much in this respect, Wo do 
not want to lengthen the report by giving details’of all our 
•failures and the Centre’s failures. That is not the. purpose of 
this report.lt is not a chargesheet to be proved.because wo think . 
the Party leadership and all of us Branch comrades know all 
the things wo are stating, Wo are placing the report with the 
hope that things will improve. Wo will be happy if our criticism 
is taken by Party leadership in the spirit it is made.

Ill

We would like to suggest certain things to be dono and 
the Party Centre should evolve more- efficient structure so that 
the Centre can really function as the national-poli tical centre. ®

We suggest* w

l)The composition of the Secretariat be such as to enable W 
them to work as a team and guide the staff comrades. It need not 
bo an assembly of all veterans with different political under
standing. 

J2) There should be efficient staff,organlsed in departments, 
which will work under the Secretariat, so that the Secretariat 
can properly pui do the activities. For mass organisations 
fractions can play the same role as departments. Those departments 
could be: International, Agit-Prop; Education and Research; Finance; 
Parliament, Organisational. The Secretariat members and staff 
comrades should form groups on the basis of their departments and 
fractions. These groups should discuss and check up work, as woll 
as maintain the discipline.

3) A monthly inner-party report on the activities of the Party 
on national plane as well as the reports of movements in different 
States should be published for the education of Party members. 
That will give a proper understanding of the situation.

h) A national daily newspaper should bo- started from the 
Centro much before the general elections and the character of the 
party weekly and monthly bo changed. Without a Party daily, the 
Party cannot give a united guiding lino, we won’t bo able to stand 
the assault of the Congress,PSP and other reactionary parties 
like Jan Sangh,etc.

The daily can be started in English with slight, increase 
in equipment of w press and if necessary wo can submit a scheme 
for it from the technical end. But the Party will have to se^ to the 
Editorial and political side.

5) There should be a certain political life for the comrades 
working at the Centre through the Party Branch, which should 
evolve certain methods to got our comrades also do some work 
with the Delhi Party. _* • 6)...

report.lt
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.6 ) Periodic education camps should be organised for all 
the comrades working; under the Centro. ‘

7) Some method and way is to.be found.,so• that comrades* 
working under the Centre can directly get associated with 
some/Sort of mass-work at least one month in a year.

8) Party Centre comrades must of their' mi nlmuftu’
so that thwill be able to give tholr bast to th^

9) There should be regular check-up of work for all 
~ from the Secretariat members downwards. . i , ; ’

Those-.arc some broad suggesti ons onlyWe. think if the 
Secretariat can function as the team, .that gets up the Party 
Centre.we will be able .to improve our work also. Otherwise, 
ther Is no possibility- of advance. .

We again hope that the Centre should pay attention to 
our report and just not file.it for the Party archives.

file.it


New Delhi,January 31,1^61

To: All Memb er s

eraft political resolutionI
OF THE BRANCH COMMITTEE '

FOR THE BRANCH CONFERENCE
(Reporter: Mohit Sen)

A. the international situation and THE PARTY’S tasks

1. j Following the ,• wrecking of the Paris, Summit in May I960 
by the U.S. imperialists, the menace of a world war has crown 
and the international situation remains in a state of great 
tension." Imperialist provocations and manoeuvres continue. Their 
desperation grows as the general crisis of capitalism advances 
to a new stage.

Simultaneously the forces of pence have greatly strengthened 
and their united action onpr event war. T^ese forces aroi The 

o. mi ghty Soviet Union, which now leads the world in the decisive 
branches of science and technology; the entire socialist 
camp, which has placed its great material and political 
might at the service of peace; a growing number of poace^boving 
countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America, which have a jfcal 
interest in preserving.peace; the international workingcwbs 
and its organisations, above, all the Communist Parties; t® 
national-liberation movement of the1 peoples of the colon!.® 
and dependent countries; the world peac^ movement; and the® 
neutral 'countries which want, no share in the imp or i nli st 
policy of war and advocate peaceful co-existence. The pel®/ 
of peaceful coexistence is also favoured by a definite so^i on 
of the bourgeoisie of the • developed' capitall st countries, Which 
takes a-, sober view of the relationship of forces and of dire 
consequences of a modern war.

The cardinal problems-of the international situation remain: 
. general and universal disarmament; banning of nuclear weapons; 

abolition of military pacts and bases;th° ending of colonialism.

The united exertion of all the peace forc.es can result in 
definite advance being made, towards the solution of these problems 
Peaceful coexistence can.be ..won. The cold war can bo transformed 
into peaceful competitive coexistence. War can bo banished 
to the museum of antiquities. War must thus be banished and 
humanity saved. • U

•2. During' this 'period the Government of India has played 
a beneficial ra^e and has thrown its weight .in-;favour of poac^ 
and against war. The alliance between the Soviet Union mi our 
bc>UP.t^y in the cause of disarmament'and peaceful coexistence 
has boon reinforced. There is a coincidence of vinws between 
the Government of India and the Soviet Union on almost all 
basic international problems. v.

The Government of India has, inTgenor.al, .-sided with the 
forces of anti-colonial! sm and has resisted the colonialist wars 
and the neo-colbni all st. gambles of the • impori all sts.

• The..Government of India has, however, lagged behind the 
other Af ro-Asi an States in this regard. Its voice has not boon so 
firm and clear nor its actions .so ur&ihf bi ted over the Algerian

war...

forc.es


war, the Congo imbroglio and the Cuban?question even as many 
other non-aligned States of the Afro-Asian continent.

Tj^o Government of India has notAdvanced towards a solution 
of ourz4nost unfortunate border di sputa--wi th China. The negotiation 
remain bogged in a morass of historical and geographical detail. 
No political ini tl atlves. are being made by either side. This 
is the most W^ortunate aspect of -our international relations 
with the most re actionary ’ repercussions on our national life.

3. In this situation, the tasks of the Party are:

(1) To maintain the greatest vigilance, indefatigably 
to lay bare the policy of the imperialists, to keep 
a watchful eye on'the intrigues and.manoeuvres of the 
warmongers, arouse the righteous indignation of the 
peoples against those heading for'.war, organise the 
pence forces still better, continuously intensify mass 

; actions for peace and promote cooperation with all 
countries which have no interest in now wars.

To supoort j popularise and mobilise the people for 
the basic tenets, policies and. actions of the 
Government of India i.o. for the Panch Shila 
xkx the.Bandung Declaration,and nonalignment,' whilQ 
criticising all vacillations. S

(Hi) To strengthen the peace movement and the
’ Afro- Asi an solidarity movement .by taking it 

and its activities right, into the masses..

other socialist countries.

(iv) To popularise on as wide a scale as possible tm 
breath-taking achievements of the Soviet Union a®l

To - make' as widely kri^wn as 
possible the disarmament and other peace proposals of
the Soviet Union.

(v) To  and win the maximum support for the 
countries still struggling, to be' fr^e, rousing the 
anti-imperi al! st consciousness’of our popple and 
bringing pressure to bear on the Government to act 
boldly and decisively in these matters. . -

populari.se

(vi) To win increasing under standi ng: and support for our 
•policy of settlement of the border dispute with
China through peaceful negotiations as laid down in 
the Meerut resolution.

b. National situation and *‘-
1. (a) The economic situation is characterised firstly, by a
growth in industrial production and the beginnings of the founda
tion of an independent capitalist economy. ■'

(b? Agricultural production has also increased overt* the 
past decade but wo are yet to reach the goal of self-sufficiency 
in food. The clear trend, of the agri cultural system is in 
the direction of capitalist farming.

(c) The public sector has' grown considerably but so has 
the private sector ( including the biggest capitalist houses), 
and the former does not control the-commanding heights.

(d) There-has'wb’b^ appreciable Increase in the 
penetration of foreign' private mnnopoly capital and . an increasing

reliance...
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reliance on foreign aid from the West, which, if continued, 
could lead to the endangering of our nationally accepted 
policies.

. ' ' 1 ft * * •

(g) Economic'..,.aid from the Soviet Union and other socialist 
countries. This aid has hot only helped to build our industrial 
base,but also to strengthen the public ■ sector.1 The full 
potentialities of this htq for from utilised by the Government.

(f) Inflationary, pressures have mounted and the’consequent 
serious oricorlso has had an adverse impact on the standard of 
life of the average family, with a fall in real earnings over 
the past three years. ' '

(g) Unemployment■ has steadily increased from year to year.

(h) The redistribution of the increasedhational income has 
gone in favour of the rich,,.’ . z. . ;

■ , " ■ *' a,'/i i':

In the Economic Sphere,, the basi'c rbnlitiqs of it he present 
period economy; the- fact of.,development -at the cost of, the 

p eoplo; the fact of a shift to the Right of the ^Government in 
the sphere of economic policies - its novr"pronos^s about the 
public sector; abandonment of agrarian reforms;.concessions to 
the monopolists;wooing, the- /est for foreign aid; resiling from 
the Industrial Poli cy. Resoluti on; anti-work? r industrial 
relations policy, etc. .

21 (a) Politically also the policies-of the ■ Government Save
shifted to the Right? especially with regard to social endflK 
political democracy inside the country. The dismissal of Ac 
Kerala Ministry and its increasing repressive attitude to®JLl 
mass struggles are glaring instances of this.

S
It would bo wrong to imagine 'that the Government has ®ne 

over to imperialism or abandoned its aim of building an independent 
capitalist economy., It would bo wrong also to postulate that the 
Government is already a Rightist Government. It would bo 
equally wrong, however, not to' seo its shift to the Right.

(b) Thore has been a growth of Rightist forces in the 
country. The main manifestation? of this fact is the further 
fortification of the Right in the leadership of the country. 
The-Swatantra Party has emerged . The Jan-.Sangh is making 
efforts to consolidate its position. The- Muslim league, 
c api tali sing. on its alliance' with the Congress in Kerala,has 
set itself up again in State after State. The PSP leadership 
has moved decisively to thb Right. Caste, communal, linguistic 
and regional chauvinism have grown among, the. masses as a 
result of Congress policies. The growth of corruption in the 
Government, its failure' to Solvo the problems of the masses and 
the increasingly outrageous and unprincipled Congress factionalism 
have led to the growth of anti-democratic sentiments among the 
people. Anti-democratic moves - the Thimayya episode,the 
President1 s speech on Presidential powers-have been made by 
strategically. placed. Rightists,

Mass discontent has grown considerably and mass struggles 
have continually broken out. The masses have shown unmistakably 
their desire for a change in Government policies and for a better

1 Ifo. .• ■

(d) The democratic forces are divided and the organised 
democratic political elements are not able to find a way out. 
The democrats, inside tlhe Congress as well, as those outside 
have not come closer in the past period. ■' ''

(G) Above all,' the -Communi st' Party has failed to’make any 
significant headway. It „t'^as failed to sink roots amdn? ths'

' ...J " •' peasantry. 0.



peasantry.. It has failed to politicalise the workingclass. It 
has failed to develop and extend its alliances and is now in a. 
position of isolation. '

.(f) There is-a groat di’f fehOnc efi n the level of political 
consciousness and of organisation as between 'different states 
and withirl each State. There arc vast areas where the masses 
are hardly influence at all by the democratic'-and-whore no 
mass organisations exist.

The political balance of forces, t here for e,'i s’ tilted heavily 
in favour of the bourgeoisie and withi n- that. class,, the "Right! st/ 
forces have made the most headway. The bourgeoi si a i s notonly 
firmly established as the leader of the nation but it is far 
more Class conscious than- the' workingclass.. At the same time, 
objective conditions exist for the ranid growth of the Party 
of the wording class through struggle and opposition against 
the hour good si o. While avoiding defeatism, a sense-of urgency 
has to be developed.

3. The tasks of the Communist Party: v

(a) The Party has to.work steadily and with patience as 
the vanguard of the democratic opposition and with’ the perspective 
of making the transition from a position of opposition to the 
position of alternative. Its main tactical aim. of ■ the coming 
period has to be to weaken and then break the. poli ti c al monopoly 
of the Congres-s.

The immediate perspective tho Party has to place b^f^ro 
the people is’not the soi.zureof power. It ’should, oh the c^W^ery 
bo the perspective of reversing the Bight orientation in Gov®imont 
policies and its replacement by a shift to the left. The stiffly;gio 
for altornatove. democratic policies both against tho Government 
and theRightists outside will be the main form of political ® 
struggle in the coming period. ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■

The Party has to politically campaign for on the broadest 
scale for national-democratic programme; the consolidation of 
political;independence, the carrying -out of agrarian reforms in 
the interest of the peasantry, elimination of the survivals 
of feudalism^ the uprooting of imperialist economic domination, 
the restriction of foreign monopolies and their expulsion from 
the national economy? the creation and development of a national 
industry, improvement of the living standard,•tho.democrat!sation 
of social 1!fe,the .pursuance of an independent and peaceful foreign 
policy, and the development p.f economic', and cu Itural cooperation 
with the socialist and other friendly countries.

(b) The Party has to go forward-on the basis of thi s programme 
to unify- the workingclass, dig roots among the peasants and 
build the worker-peasant alliance. This alliance will form the 
basis of a brood national front of all patriots, of all prepared 
to fight for national indenendonce, peace and democracy.

The Party has to devote the utmost time and energy to 
the building and • strengthening'of thn mass organisations and to 
the unleashing of mass struggle and mass national-political 
campaigns on as wide a scale as possible. ’ ,

* •*(c) On the basis of this programme, the Party must appeal to ■ 
and approach for united work all patriotic and democratic forces 
and per sonalities, in the country, within and .outside the Congress. 
The party has to. adopt-the tactic-of the; outstretched hand to 
all these healthy forces and not turn them away by.-sectari an 
actions or behaviour. The Party must not miss a single opportunity

- for...



united work of Any form with Congressmen end Congress Committees 
on specific policies end issues.

end
(d) It is through mass struggles,/campaicns for the 

enforcement of these policies that the Party will be able to 
tilt the political balance of forces in favour of democracy 
and advance India towards the establishment of a state of 
independent national democracy and create the conditions for 
a peaceful transition to socialism.

(e) For the fulfilment of all these tasks.the key problem 
confronting the Party is the Party itself. Without tackling 
this problem^wo c*n make no progress anywhere.



Thio Conference of the Control Office Party Branch pays its 
deepest honage to the auMKoy of Wilheln Pieck* Tinny Pollitt* Kasson 
Nasir and other comrades who hove laid down their lives in the groat 
cause of the working*class movement and Oocammlso* Xt pledges to 
ever revere their sacred nsnory and inspired by their example to work 
with greater will* unity and energy for the triumph of the Red Blag*

New Bglhi* 
February it* 1961*



ATTENTION:

According to the oral intimation conveyed over 

the telephone today at 10.55 am by Mohit Sen, Secretary, 
PHQ Branch, the General Body meeting scheduled to be 

held on March 4, 1961 has been postponed owing to a 

change in the programme of Ajoy Ghosh, General Secretary, 
CPI.

The General Body will therefore be held on Monday,March 6, 

at 5*45 PM (sharp) at the PPH building.

MARCHI, 1961 , 4?
r
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GB MEETING -
Com.Ajoy to report on National
Council

SATURDAY, MARCH 4, 1961 

at 5.30 P.M. ^harp



New Delhi, 
April 1961

The General Secretary, 
C.P.I.

Thro ’ 
Secretary, 
PHQ Branch

Dear Comrade,

The AITUC Group has nominated Com.K-B.

Panikkar as its representative, as observer to 

the Party Congress since Com.Baburao who was 

nominated earlier has not been able to go 

to Vijayawada.

You are requested to issue him necessary 

credentials to enable hix Com.Panikkar to participate 

in the Congress as observer.
/

Yours fraternally,

(K. G.Sriwastava) 
for AITUC Group



Resolved, that in view of the fiuSncial difficulties 
and the inability of the group to raise funds to 
send Coin.Babu Rao as observer to the Party 
Congress, the Group revokes its earlier decision 
and decides instead that Com.Panikkar who is 
going to Kerala may go to Vijayawada on the 
way and participate as observer on behalf of the 
Group at the Party Congress.

y^pril 5, 1961

1 W/J
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NOTE:

In a joint meeting of the AITUG Sectt and staff 
held on April 24, the question of Provident Fund for the 
staff was raised. \ •

It is proposed that' the scheme should be implemented 
from Llay 1, 1961. AITUG will have to allot the following 
amount towards the contribution to this fund, if the 
rate is 6-1/4% of the wage bill:

KG - 12.50
At chut han 12.50
Pandhe 12.50
Sadhan 12.50
Krishnan 10.9*
Baburao 10.94
Sundriyal 9.57
Ramdhari 6.25
Dhaniram 4.25

Rs. 91.75

Each comrade will also contribute equivalent amount 
to the fund which will be deposited in a separate account 
in a bank.

No comrade will be given any loan from the AiTUC 
funds after the commencement of the Scheme. If any comrade 
wants a loan, he can take only a part of his own contri
bution to the^fund. In no case contribution of the 
AITUC should/be paid to the comrade.

This would enable the comrades to save some money 
compulsorily and utilise the amount whenever they need it.
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Reporting on Pax'ty Congress

GB at PPH, 6 p.m. on Friday, 12th May

Com. Agoy Ghosh to report



NOTE ON. THE .CEOPAL PARTY DAILY

From the Central Office Party Branch
* ....

1, We are strongly of the opinion that a Central Party 6 Pager
Daily in English has become an urgent necessity.

We need a Central daily, in the first place, because 
its publication is the first essential step towards unifying 
the Party. It is only by a day-to-day lead on all national 
and international issues that the central 'leadership will be 
able to ensure a uniform response to these issues by the 
entire Party, thus overcoming the present lamentable confusion 
when each State.'unit has its own opinion (which it does not hesit
ate to publish).

Vie need a Central daily, in t ie second place, because this 
is the only way. in. which the breakdown of the Party Centre can be 
prevented. Only through the work of editing and publishing a 
daily can the leadership and the staff be lifted out of the 
present rut and be galvanised into action. Around the daily 
can be built the various departments which the Party Centre 
needs. Through a net-work of correspondents the central leader
ship will be able to keep in touch with the developments in different States. Through the daily we shall be able to gi® 
the Centre that prestige and influence, so necessary for a'^ 
democratically centralised Party.

We need a Central daily, above all, for the coming battle 
of the Third General Elections. It is only through the central', 
daily that the comrades in the different States will immediately 
know the authoritative answers to the numerous ideological-poli
tical attacks that the other parties will make against us. It 
is only through the central daily that the slanders and distort
ions of our stand can be immediately exposed. And, it is only 
through the central daily that the news of the campaign through
out the country can reach our comrades in every corner of it, 
thus spurring all of us on to greater efforts.

At present the central daily has to be published in 
English, though efforts should also be made to explore the 
possibilities of a Hindi daily.

2. We are presenting below a rough estimate of the expendi
ture involved in the Daily with a 10,000 print order.

Initial Investment

Machinery New Second Hand

Two Printing Machines .... 125,000 40,000
(Visalandhra)

Two Linos ... 150,000 60,000

Cutting Machine (not required if
Visalaandhra machine is avail
able) . ... 25,000
Blockmaking machine ... 30,000
Station Wagon ... 20,000 10,000

It will be
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It will be seen that the initial investment will not 
exceed Rs. 350,000. It will be considerably less if the second
hand machines can be bought. r

I£ new machines have to be bought we do not advise the 
purchase4 of a rotary as with a 10,000 print order two high-speed 
machines will meet our needs as well as get us money by being 
rented out for job work.

Running, Cqst„ P ejy. M^ti

News print, 15 tons a month 
@ Rs. 1,000 a ton if we import 
directly

Composing and printing

News Service

15,000

15,000
4,000

Revenue

Despatch (Rs. 200 a day)

Staff (Edit: 10j Managerial■:6; 
Proofreaders: 2; typists : 2$ 
drivers: 2) @ Rs.200/- 1-each

Total

@ 10 nPper copy (taking into 
account* discount, unsold copies-•'' 
and at 75^ recovery) ••••

Press work (from Linos & Machine)...

Advert!sement

6.000 A?

4,400

44,400

16,000
8,000

4,500

Total .... 28,500

From this estimate it is clear that we shall suffer a 
loss- of about Rs. 15,900 per month. It may be' that the loss will 
be greater as we have not calculated the cost of correspondents 
(about which there can be coordination with IPA) nor the*initially 
smaller circulation nor the initially smaller advertisement 
revenue.

At the same time we have not calculated additional sources 
of revenue as: special supplements$ more money from the machines 
and linos.

Part of this deficit can be made up our running a Daily 
Fund campaign (on the lines of the Daily Worker), We could also 
obtain some capital by' enrolling subscribers right from the 
start. ' '

3. It is our opinion that the Daily should be a morning one 
so that it can reach (by air freight)all the major centres on 
the same day.

As for the....4.
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4. As for the recruitment of staff we suggest that we get 
one or two comrades (English-knowing) from our State dailies. to 
begin with, on a six months contract. Later if there is mutual 
satisfaction they can be made permanent. In this way we shall 
have a staff? in addition to those already available in Delhi, 
with journalistic and Party experience.

In addition we shall obtain the part-time services of 
journalist comrades and friends in Delhi, who can help with 
regular features and in other ways.

5. The Daily must start publication by November this year 
if it is to help our election campaign. This means that the 
present National Council meeting must itself take the decisibn- 
to start the Daily. It should immediately/ a Daily Fund call, /issue 
It should set up a committee of comrades to get moving in 
the matter of negotiating regarding machines and staff as well 
as setting up the establishment.

We would, therefore, urge the National Council to discuss ' 
and settle the question of the Central Daily at this very session. 
The National Council’s’ call for a Central Daily will inspire the 
entire Party ^nd stai-rup all its tremendous enthusiasm for work 
and struggle,.

New Delhi, e ■ The Central Office Party
- ’ / —:o0o:— Branch,

June, 1961. COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA.
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New Delhi, 
September 1, 1961.

Dear Comrad e Srivastava & Company,

You are holding your General Council 
Please let me know when it will be over and if it 
will be over for you to give me a report article 
on it in time for this issue*

Space about one page of the New Age, i.e.
6 typed, pages double spacing with a photograph thrown 
in. Please ring me back.

If there are other comrades who have been 
dealing with important TU and industrial problems, and 
would agree to write for the NA^ Please ask them 
to ring me up. I can myself ^available to them, 
after the AITUC meeting provided they ring me up 
before hand and make a prior appointment.

Greeting s,

Yours

(P.C. Joshi)



Dear Comrade Ispat,

r thanks for your chit, dated 1^/8 and the . report 
on Rourkela. It will be published in the New Age, issue 
dated 10th September along with material from Jamshed
pur etc, -ou liave asked about the nature of the reports 
on Rourkela that I want for the New Age, .1 had explained 
you the whole thing last time but let me*repeat.

Rourkela is a very big plant now experience 
reveals and its own results of working are exposing 
the nature of West German aid. The first necessity is 
that once or twice a' month' all the information about 
the gad bad in the machinary, in achieving production 
targets, behaviour with the workers in the daily life 
of the working class outside the plant and in town 
shiplife who all be pooled together and made into a 
newsletter and ^end regular to us twice if possible 
once a month in any case.

If with the help of competent people on the 
Accounts and Engineering sides some good exposure 

Lga^sto^ can be produced about the working of each 
rtment as compared with Bhilai etc. It will be 

welcome.
If a of article on the nattoe of training 

given and also not given to Indian personnel can be 
produced. It will be welcome.

If an article on the salaries, the contribution 
and the method of operation of German specialists can be 
made. It will be useful.

If a story about the West German specialists 
and technicians in the daily life of the township can 
be worked up. It vri.ll be very useful.



COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA ‘
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If somebody can work up_a -documented kxx criticism 
of the official Annual Report on Rourkela Plant. It 
will be useful.

Since I have to delay the publication of your 
report I am not sending extra copies to’Rourkela 
If and when extra copies are wanted the 
has to be written to and not to me and advance 
send to hinu He is very strict on that.

Please do write often and on.

’Greeting s,

/ ■ - gw
Yours,

(P.O. Joshi)
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